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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the Xk 

Congratulations! You are now the owner of a powerful and versatile remote MIDI keyboard of 
outstanding features and value. ' 

^,Obfheirn X* MIDI keyboard is an unique controller designed to command up to 16 different 
MIDI instruments 6 in real time (3 MIDI channels playable at once, with 3 channels of spill-over The 
Xk(does not make sound on its own. It was designed to add flexibility and convenience to the 

Si^^^S^i m T PDr°9rammlng COnCept ls lntroduced with the Xk-the concept of Inn^c J< PROGRAM. A Master Program is a storage of three different instrument setups (as 
opposed to sound setup), with each instrument being controlled by 1 of 3 ZONES within the Xk 
Master Keyboard. 

The Xk has the most powerfull ARPEGGIATOR of any MIDI keyboard on the market. The 
arpeggiator has the ability to arpeggiate the played velocity of the notes. 

The Xk keyboard is a MIDI output instrument which means using it as a Master Controller vour 

TXe oote^lh3Ve !iOLD'CHORD'or ARPEGGIATOR features can now have them And 
the potential use with rack mount synths. 

itoteta?wMh v^Kh" Syn'hS 3nd °'herSD0U"d 9eneratin9 instrum^ts. «» Xk comes from the factory with very limited pre-programming. But dont be concerned about spendinq manv hours 

ConvC9 'h?hXk- V°rki^ W"h 3 t80hniC1Ue lhat we'"ca" a Pr°9ramin9 ShelUnduse^the Bio* 
Copy feature, the instrument setup is relatively simple. 



INTRODUCTION 

Features 

- Five Octave Velocity and Pressure Sensitive Keyboard 
-10 Octave Keyboard Range (Midi Notes 0 -120) 

- Keyboard can be Split/Layered into 3 Zones, each Zone Assignable to Any Midi Channel (triple 16 
voice possible). K 

- Each Zone has 12 Programmable Parameters 
1 - Patch Number 

2 - Midi Channel Number 

3 - Voice Limit 

4 - Lower Note Value Limit 

5 - Upper Note Value Limit 

6 - Key Transpose 

7 - Midi Mono On/Off 

8 - Pressure On/Off 

9 - Levers On/Off 

10 - Continuous Controller Value 
11 - Foot Switch Value 

12 - Mod Lever Negative Controller Value 
- Hold, Chord, Chord Latch, Chord Transpose 
- Programable Multi-Mode Arpeggiator 
- Arpeggiator can be assigned to any zone 
- External Clock for the Arpeggiator 
- Pitch and Modulation Levers 
- Two Velocity Scales plus Off 

- Voice Spill-Over System (notes played higher than the voice limit are played on the next higher 
midi channel). 

- Programmable Footswitch Input (either normally open or normally closed types) 
- Programmable Slider (Midi Continuous Controller) 
- Programmable Pressure Threshold 
-100 Master Keyboard Programs 
- Battery Back-Up 



PICTURES 

System Hookup 
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\ WANT TO USE IT 

Attach 

A MIDI Cable 

Plug In Power 
Pack 

Set MIDI Input to Channel 1 or QMM 

Any sound producing device with MIDI 

Select Master Program on 

"ftftfl'fift'tt^ 

Selecting A Master Program STth _ 
PROGRAM (display) 

ress) 

The default Master Program M00" from 
factory is: Play entire keyboard 
range on channel 1 only. 

This will select program/patch "00" 
on the remote device if MIDI patch 
changes are enabled. 



MASTER PROGRAM 

What is Programmable? 

- Parameters of all 3 zones 
- Velocity scale 

- Continuous Controller Value for all 3 zones 
- Mod Lever Negative Controller Value for all 3 zones 
- Foot Switch Controller Value for all 3 zones 
- Arpeggiator Play Order 
- Arpeggiator Mode 

- Arpeggiator Transpose 

- Arpeggiator Zone Assignment 
- Arpeggiator Tempo 

Selecting A Master Program 

22 2S^™TP~^ numbofTBd <X> thru 99. Select Master Program Mode by 
Lh ^ PROGRAM switch. Enter two numbers with the keypad or ise the arrow 

p™ 1? ?'Sf'h^'d hT WhiCh MaSter Program *°u have seIected- A'so wh*n the Master Program is selected the Patch number for each zone Is sent over MIDI 

MASTER 7" 
PROGRAM (display) 

)ress) 

Storing A Master Program 

I?nTr!? 3 Iff?' PDf09am'enter a"lhe Parameters (^ad ZONES and ARPEGGIATOR) that can be 
dfaZo thJ iZJT p°9ram- H°LuD the ST0RE SWltch the disP|ay wl» show 2 underlines, enter two d«gits of the Master Program number on with the keypad Remember to HOLD the STORE switch 
down while entering the 2 digit number. lcn 

(enter) 

=cii 

(enter) 

(display) 

O O 



MASTER PROGRAM 

Copying A Master Program 

To copy a Master Program Select the master program to be copied on with the keypad or use the 
arrows. Next HOLD the STORE switch down and enter the 2 digit program number you want to 
copy to. The following example copies MASTER PROGRAM 10 to MASTER PROGRAM 30 

(display) 

(keypad) 

(enter) 

1 

(enter) 

1 

STORE 
(hold) 

(display) 

(keypad) 

(enter) 

1 

(enter) 

&gjasftflg 

Block Copy Of Master Programs 

A block copy is the copying of one Master Program to a group of Master Programs. To copy a 
o-?iSrr- °?ram t0 more than one Iocal|on, select the Master Program to be copied HOLD the 
STORE switch and HOLD the MASTER PROGRAM switch. Next, with the keypad", enter the two 
digit number of the Master Program you want to copy the block of parameters to. Example- Select 
program 10, HOLD the STORE switch and the MASTER PROGRAM switch, enter 30 This copies 
the parameters of program 10 to programs 11 thru 30. This is how you can create a Master Program 
Shell (see Programming Fast under HINTS and HELP). You can only do block copies in the forward 
direction, that is you can't copy program 40 to 39 thru 20 

(display) 

(keypad) 

(enter) 

1 

(enter) 

1 

STORE 
(hold) 

, MASTER 

PROGRAM 

(hold) 

(display) 

(keypad) 1 
(enter) 

(enter) 



ZONES 

What is a Zone ? 

of each Zonptnio h™ {he**[e™"™lrumenls are separated. The separation Is due to the ability 
of each Zone to be assignable to a different MIDI channel. Also each Zone has 11 Droaramabla 

SSKzST? inT^bel07;Xpan,der #1 ls se! t0 recelve on MIDI *™*' ̂ 3Z5©i channe for Zone 1 in the Xk is set to send on channel #1. Xpander #2 is set to receive on Mini 
channel #3 and the MID. channe. for Zone 2 In the Xk Is set to send on channel #3 Xpand^ #3 is 

l" °" Chamel #5 "* "" Ml°'Chamel f°r Zone 3 in the Xk ls s*io 

With this setup a note played in zonei will sound on Xpander #1, a note played in Zone 2 will 
sound on Xpander #2, and a note played in Zone 3 will sound on Xpander #3 

MIDI channel 1 
Zonei 

Xpander 
#1 

MIDI channel 3 
Zone 2 

Xpander 
#2 

MIDI channel 5 

Zone 3 

Xpander 
#3 

MIDI channel 1 
zonei -

zone 2 

MIDI channel 3 

There are 11 programable parameters in a Zone. 
1) A Single Patch or Multi Patch Value (but not both) 
2) MIDI Channel Number 
3) Voice Limit Value 

4) Lower and Upper Range of the Keyboard 
5) Transpose Value in semitones 

MIDI Mono on/off 

Pressure on/off 
Levers on/off 

Continuous Controller Value 
Foot Switch Controller Value 

MIDI channel 5 

6) 

7) 

8) 
9) 

10) 

11) Mod Lever Negative Controller Value 



ZONES 

Selecting A Zone 

Press the SELECT switch in the ZONES section until the I.e.d. (light emitting diode) next to the 

Sm^HWilL111 the example below'Zone 1 is selected The Jent 2one ls 
SELECT 

O 
ZONE1 

O ZONE2 
O20NE3 

Selecting A Patch Number 

Je, reCa"ed °n the remote unit ass|9n t0 this Zone- You may select 
2Elim2£ . f M Multl Patch value'but not both- lf the remot* instrument is not an 
Oberheim with single and multl patches, it doesn't matter which one is selected. A non Oberheim 
instrument will do a normal patch change (See the Xk MIDI spec for details). UDe™im 

Press the UP arrow in the Zone Parameters section. The I.e.d. next to Single Patch number should 
be lit, if not press the arrow until it is. Enter the patch number (00 - 99) with the keypad 

(press) 
SINGLE PATCH NO. 

ln (the Le'd next t0 Multi Patch is lft) and select a multi-patch 

(press) 
MULTI PATCH NO. 

If no patch change is required, first press the "STORE" switch and the V on the keypad the 
display w,ll show •-". The instrument assigned to this Zone will not change patches 

STORE 

E AND 
(display) 

8 



ZONES 

In the example below, Single Patch 10 Is set for the current Zone. Entering Multi-Patch the display 
w^hndicate the patch Is off. The patch is sent to the receiving instrument when the second digilis 

(press 

SINGLE PATCH NO. 

(press) 

(keypad) (enter)(diSplay) 
1 

MULTI PATCH NO 

(display) 

(enter) 

t 
INDICATES PATCH OFF 

Selecting A MIDI Channel 

Now feet the MIDI channel for the instrument assigned to this Zone. Press one of the arrow 

^m!f.UntV^ 'td ReXtKt0 MIDI Channel ls ljt Select the MIDI channel (01-16°you wamL 
parameters of th.s Zone to be sent on. In the example below, MIDI channel 3 is set for the current 

Setting The Voice Limit For Voice Spill-Over 

/ah «« . OfSe arrow swjtches until the l.e.d. next to Voice Limit is lit. Select the number of voices 
01-16) playable on the MIDI Channel for this Zone. The simplest mode is to set!meTvote? Hmit to 
16. Remember setting to 16 selects no spillover. If the voice limit is set to less than 16 and MIDI 
Mono mode is off the notes played up to the voice limit are played on the MIDI channel assigned to 
that Zone, the notes played after the voice limit are played on the next higher MIDI channel to a 
maximum of 16. Example: voice limit is set to 6, and the MIDI channel is set to 1, the first 6 notes 
played are sent on MIDI channel #1, the second 10 notes are sent on MIDI channel #2 To 
Spill-Over" to the second set of voices in this case, you play 6 notes and then play a 7th note The 

Min?rhrlS|c^d,hheJ^StrUment °n lhf next higher MIDI channel- (Hint: When programming the 
MIDI Channels for the different zones it is a good idea to set all of them to even or odd numbers 
From the factory they are programed 1,3, 5 for this reason). 



ZONES 

In the example below, the voice will spill-over to the next higher MIDI channel when more than 6 
notes are played 

(press; 

VOICE UMIT 

(display) 

MIDI MONO 

(keypad) (enter)(dlSplay) 

(enter) 

Setting Voice Limit For MID! Mono 

MIDI mono is a little-usedand available mode. The MIDI mono mode in the Xk conforms to Mode 4 
for a transmitter in the MID11.0 spec. When MIDI Mono is ON (set to 1) each new note played is sent 
on he next higher MIDI channel. Compare this to MIDI Omni/Poly, where all the notes play are sent 
on the basic channel Let's use an example to describe the use. Set the voice limit to 6 and set the 
MIDI channel to 1. The first note played is sent on channel 1, the second on channel 2, the third on 
channel 3, up to 6 or to whatever the voice limit is set for. Also, examine a second example- Set the 
voice hmrt to 3 and set the MIDI channel to 10. The first note played is sent on channel 10 the 
second on channel 11, the third on channel 12, the fourth note will play on channel 10 The 
keyboard assignment mode is rotate. In the example below, the keyboard will rotate through 6 
notes before starting over at the basic channel 

(press) 

(keypad) 

VOICE UMIT 

(display) 

(display) 

MIDI MONO 1 

(enter) 

(enter) 

Setting the Lower Keyboard Limit 

Press one of the arrow switches until the l.e.d. next to Lower Limit is lit. Select the lowest note you 
want playable with the keypad or select 61 to turn the Zone off. When the Zone is off, notes will not 
play on the instrument assigned to the MIDI channel for this Zone. The Patch number will still be 
sent on the MIDI channel for this Zone even though the notes are not sent, (remember the patch 
selection can be disabled, see "Selecting A Patch Number" above) 

10 



ZONES 

Another way to select the limit is to press the "STORE" switch and play the note on the keyboard 
The note will not be played and if more than one note is played the lowest note is used. The display 
will show the note value. In the example below, the lower limit for the current Zone is set to 12 or 
ci. 

(keypad) (enter)(dSplay) 

Setting the Upper Keyboard Limit 

Press one of the arrow switches until the l.e.d. next to Upper Limit is lit. Repeat the same process 
used for the Lower Limit. Note if the upper limit is set to a value less than the lower limit the the 

ih0onn,!^0nSJ^retu0f!. A!llh0Ul9h thls wi" not cause a Problem- » wj» not be as obvious as seeing 
the number 61 in the display. In the example below, the upper limit is set to 24 or C2 

11 



ZONES 

Setting The Key Transpose 

TlfomnVJthe ̂ f0W SWitCheS Until the Ied next t0 Transpose Is on. Select the key transpose 
value (00-12 each increment is a semi-tone) with the keypad. Note: If you are holding any note 
down while changing the value, the new note will not be sent until the key Is released and then 
played This prevents regating the external device until you expect it. In the example below the 
current Zone is transposed up a major fifth. ■ 

Setting MIDI Mono 

Whfn nnr!?h *? FT S,WllCheS Until lhe Le'd next t0 MIDI Mono ls on- Select 1 for on, 0 for off 
When ON the first noe, played will be sent on the basic MIDI Channel, the second note played will 

*?nn °"the *** M'DI channel +1, the third note will be sent on basic MIDI channel +2, and so 

S^ df Zte:L^ne'Se[{]n9 ̂  LM ** *" ̂  h the eXampIe bel°W' MIDI 

(press) 

MIDI MONO 

(keypad) (g (display) 

»«^^^ 

Setting Pressure 

SWltC!ieS untH the Le>d- next t0 Pressure ls on- Select 1 for on, 0 for off 
psure is sent on the MIDI Channel for this Zone. When off pressure 

information is not sent. In the example below, pressure is sent for the currently selected Zone 

(press) 

PRESSURE 

(keypad) (enter)(dlSplay) 
1 

12 



ZONES 

Setting Levers 

Press one of the arrow switches until the l.e.d. next to Levers is on. Select 1 for on, 0 for off When 
ON the levers are sent on the MIDI channel for this Zone. When off the levers are not sent This 
applies to the bend, mod forward, and mod negative. In the example below, lever Information is 
sent for the current selected Zone. 

MOD LB/ER NEGATIVE 

BBDLEVER 

MOD LB/ER FORWARD 
raSSSgsSEffiSMffKSS&JJJ&j&SS 

Setting The Continuous Controller Value 

Press MIDI Controller switch until the l.e.d. next to Continuous is on. Select the controller value 
wiin me Keypad. 

A MIDI continuous controller value is a number assigned to a function, this number is not always 
defined the same from instrument to instrument. Please refer to the owners manual for the 
instrument you are controlling. In the example below, the Continuous Controller is set to 7 for the 
currently selected Zone (7 is generally assigned to Main Volume). Now, moving the slider will send 
a value from 0 to 127 to the instrument. This is one way to control the volume remotely 

(press; 

# OONTMUOUS 

O FoarswmcH 

(keypad) (enter) (d''Splay) 

(enter) 

13 



ZONES 

Setting The Mod Lever Negative Controller Value 

The Mod Lever Is usable In both directions. Pulling the lever towards the front of the Xk changes 
he modulation amount on the remote instrument, this can't be reassigned. Pushing the Mod lever 
towards the back of the Xk will send a value to an assignable controller on the remote instrument 
The range is the same as the slider (0 to 127). The controller number can be between 0 and 63.' 

TO SET THE MOD LEVER CONTROLLER VALUE, press the switch labled "MIDI Controllers". The 
Continuous I e.d should be ON. if not press the switch again. Next, push the Mod Lever towards 
the back, and while Holding the lever, select the controller value on the keypad. In the example 
below, the mod lever negative is set to 10 for the currently selected Zone (10 is an arbitrary value) 

(press) 

© ooismNuous 

O FOOTSWTTCH 

AND-

(k6ypad) (e^ter)(dlSplay) 
1 

(mod lever) 

(enter) 

1 

Setting the Foot Switch Controller Value 

Press the "MIDI Controller" switch until the l.e.d next to Toot Switch" is on. Select the Back Panel 

££22 h £F,/oLF,cT0ller Val,ue wlth the keypad ln the examp|e below-tn S controller is set to 64 for the currently selected Zone (64 is an arbitrary value) 

(press) 

o contiguous 

® footsvvttch 

(keypad) (display) 

(enter) 

Repeat these steps for the other 2 zones. 

14 



VELOCITY 

Velocity Scales 

There are two user selectable velocity scales plus off In the Xk. Velocity Scale 1 is more sensitive in 
the upper range, while Velocity Scale 2 is more sensitive in the middle range. When the velocity is 
Off, no velocity is sent. The velocity is sent on new notes with the present velocity scale It is 
possible to play and hold notes then change to a new velocity scale, this could be useful when 
arpeggiating. The user will select which scale is best for the type of playing being performed And 
remember the sensitivity is almost always adjusted in the receiving device. In the example below 
scale 2 is selected for the current Master Program 

VELDOTY 

(press) 

O SCALE 1 
# SCALE 2 

OOFF 

Release Velocity 

E ik t •6ndS rTeu6aSe Vel0Clty" Release velocity is the time from the keV being down to the 
'S ?'• 1J2JCS9 f°r the reIease veloclly ls the same used for the attack velocity, and 
toyIS PFF thl£; aPP'es t0 the Please velocity also. Anytime the Xk turns the notes off 

£Z£^is senl at mid scaIe (64)-Thls happens when arpe99lati^ 
Velocity Range 

LhLc?hC-ty TTJf 1 Xu 127 With 64 being the middle P°sitlon- The loudest being 127 and the 
softest being 1. When the velocity is turned off a constant value of 64 is sent. 

15 



ARPEGGIATOR 

Arpeggiate On/Off 

The switch labied ARPEG turns the arpeggiator on and off. The decimal in the right display flashes 
at the tempo rate when the arpeggiator is on. 

&&jS$J88$Sgj:;$^^ 

Arpeggiator Play Order 

To select play order, press the switch until the led next to Play Order is lit. 
Selecting 1, the notes will arpeggiate in the order played. 
Selecting 2, the notes will arpeggiate in the reverse order played. 
Selecting 3, the notes will first arpeggiate in the order played then in the reverse order played 
Selecting 4, the notes will arpeggiate in random order. 

The arpeggiator will play only one note and in the Up/Down Order the end notes will sound twice 
In the example below the notes will arpeggiate in the order played. 

(press) 
© PLAYORDER 

O PLAYMODE 

O TRANSPOSE 

O ZCNEASSSKBN 

(keypad) 
enter) 

(display) 

1 

Arpeggiator Play Mode 

To select play mode, press the switch until the led next to Play Mode is lit. 
Selecting 1, the notes played on the keyboard will arpeggiate. 
Selecting 2, the notes held by the HOLD function will arpeggiate. 
Selecting 3, the notes both played and held will arpeggiate. 

In the example below both the notes held and the note played will arpeggiate. 

(press) 
O PIAYORDER 

® PIAYMODE 

O TTWJSPOSE 
O 20TvEASSSiGN 

(keypad) 
enter) 

(display) 

m 

16 



ARPEGGIATOR 

Arpeggiator Transpose 

The Xk 's arpeggiator can transpose the arpeggiating note up to 5 intervals. To select the interval 
press the switch until the led next to Transpose is lit. 

Enter 0 on the keypad not to transpose the arpeggiation. 
Enter 1 to play first by no transposition, then play transposed by the first interval. 
Enter 2 to first play by no transposition, then by the first interval, then by the second This can be 
repeated up to 5 different intervals. 

In the example below, the pattern will play first by no tranposition and then play transposed by the 
first interval. 

(press) 
O PLAYORDER (keypad) 

O PLAYMODE 

© TRANSPOSE 

O ZCNEASSSIGN 

enter) 

(display) 

1 

fcWfl&Sfc&Ss-js 

Programming Arpeggiator Transpositions 

To program the transposition, press and hold the Store switch, and play the interval to be 
programed relative to low C on the keyboard. In the example below, the first transposition is 
program to be 1 octave. 

(select) 
O PLAYORDER (keypad) 

enter) 

(display) 

1 

STORE 

O PLAYMODE 

• TRANSPOSE 

O 23OEASSSIGN PROGRAM FIRST INTERVAL 

TRANSPOSE BY 
1 OCTAVE 

17 



ARPEGGIATQR 

Arpeggiator Zone Assignment 

To assign the arpeggiator to a zone, press the switch until the led next to Zone Assign is lit 
Select 1 to arpeggiate zonei. 
Select 2 to arpeggiate zone 2. 

Select 3 to arpeggiate zone 3. Only one Zone at a time can be arpeggiated 
In the example below, Zone 2 will arpeggiate. 

(press) O PLAYORDER (keypad) 
O PLAYMODE 

O TRANSPOSE 

ZDhEASSSIGN 

enter) 

(display) 

Uliuiii 

Internal Arpeggiator Tempo 

to *where siowest 

18 



ARPEGGIATOR 

External Arpeggiator Tempo 

The external clock Input was design to accept a metronome click. For every click present at the 
ex ernahclock input the arpeggiator will play one note. The input level can be between 4 and 20 
volts. The external clock is sensed by a mono plug being inserted into the jack. 

i; "i'after the flrSl 8Xternal clock ls accePted ̂ the Xk-thls wl" aW the user in 
external source will work. The Arpeggiator must be on to accept any clock. The 

tempo decimal point in the right display will flash at the rate of the external clock 

19 



HOLD/CHORD 

Holding Notes or Chords 

This switch is used to produce a sustained note or chord. To use, press the HOLD switch and 
simultaneously play one or more notes, and then release the HOLD switch. The note or notes 
played will now sustain indefinitely. You can play the notes one at a time or all at once, but be sure 
to hold the HOLD switch down. You can HOLD up to a maximum of 15 notes per zone 

Tiis note is sustained 

&&%S&g%M&Jg%&^ 

Canceling Held Notes 

To CANCEL the HOLD function, don't play any keys and Press the HOLD switch . The I e d will ao 
out, and the note(s) will cease sounding. ' ' 

Holding Notes and Zones 

The notes will be held only if they are valid for the active zones, e.g. if zone 3 is off, no notes will be 
held in zone 3. 

A zone may be turned off after notes are held in that zone. When the held notes are cancelled the 
notes will silence on the instrument assign to the zone. 

=ESSHOLDSVvTTa 

ZONE1 

Qberheim 

ZONE2 

ZONE 3 LOWER LIMIT IS SETTO 61 
7URNINGZONE3OFF 

ONLYTUISNOTEINZONE1 IS HELD 

19 



HOLD/CHQRn 

Holding Notes and the Arpeggiator 

Held notes in a zone may also be arpeggiated even though the zone was turned off. 

ARPEGGIATOR IS ON AND IS ASSIGNED TO ZONE1 
1) PRESS HOLD SWITCH 

2)PLAYTHISNOTE 

3) TURN ZONE 1 OFF BY 
SETTING LOWER UMfTTO61 

o 

2DNE2 

4) THIS NOTE WILL KEEP ARPEGGIATING 

liiflililii&ijgjiTO I 

Chord/Hold 

IXEI^J^S^™*1*"t0^e!•»P|av°!™dswilhonekey" First-selectthe 
ng the HOLD function described above. Next Press the CHORD switch The 
sounding. Now playing a note on the keyboard will transpose the chord by the 

.1 ,h P|ayed/£latlv?t0 ̂ ow C* For examP'e. Playing Low C will play the chord with no 
If the lowest G is played, the chord will play transposed up a firth If more than one 

no e is played in Chord/Hold, the first lowest note will be used for the transposition The 
notes will not be played. 

1) press and hold the HOLD switch 
2) press the CHORD switch 

I/. 

O 

3) play G and new chord is G major 
I 

I 
play C major and release HOLD switch 

•AND-

20 



MISCELLANEOUS MIDI FUNCTIONS 

Starting A Drum Machine or Sequencer 

The Xk can send a MIDI Start Command. To Start a drum machine or sequencer press and hold the 
STORE switch and then press the HOLD switch. It is important to press the STORE switch first to 
avoid entering HOLD mode. 

STORE 

■ 

(hold) 

HOD 

O 
(and) 

(press) 

Continuing A Drum Machine or Sequencer 

The Xk can send a MIDI Continue Command. To Continue a drum machine or sequencer press and 
hold the STORE switch and then press the ARPEG switch. 

Stopping A Drum Machine or Sequencer 

The Xk can send a MIDI Stop Command. To Stop a drum machine or sequencer press and hold the 
STORE switch snd then press the CHORD switch. 

21 



MISCELLANEOUS MIDI FUNCTIONS 

Selecting A Song 

The Xk will enter Song Select Mode by pressing both the arrows in the ZONES PARAMETERS 
section at the same time. The Xk will stay in this mode until one of the Zone Parameter arrows is 
pressed. Also, while in this mode, the Zone Parameters l.e.d.'s are OFF. Depending on the 
instrument you are controlling with the Xk, the song selection might not be performed if a sequence 
\s playing. In that case STOP the instrument, and then, Select the Song. This is true with the 
Oberheim Dx. To EXIT this MODE, press only ONE of the Zone Parameter Arrows, an I.e d in this 
section will come back ON. In the example below, Song number 49 is sent. This is a performance 
function and is not stored in a Master Program. 

(and) 

L 

O SINGLE PATCH NO. 

O MULTI PATCH NO. (display) 

O MIDICHANNELNO. 

OVOICEUMFT {k d) 

O LOWER UMrr r=-i (en^) 

O upper UMrr 

O™NSFQSE 

O MO MONO r-=—i (enter) 

Olb/ers 

Tuning a Instrument Remotely 

The Xk can send a MIDI tune request to the remote instrument(s). This is a common message 
meaning all instruments hooked to the Xk will receive the tune request reguardless of the MId! 
channel setting for that instrument. 

To send a tune request, press and hold the STORE switch and then press the Octave Down Arrow. 

SPORE (hold) 

mm 

OCTAVE7FIANSPOSE 

(press) 

22 



MISCELLANEOUS MIDI FUNCTIONS 

Sending an ALL NOTES OFF to the remote instruments 
Sometime a note gets stuck ON for one reason or another. To send an AH notes off command, 
press and hold the STORE switch and then press the Octave Up Arrow switch. 

STORE (hold) 

OCTAVETRANSPOSE 
(and) 

(press) 
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OCTAVE TRANS 

The Xk keyboard can be transposed +/- 2 octaves. To transpose the keyboard press one of the 

nIZ IT*?** Hi9' °?TAV,E TRANSP0SE' Th* transposition is sen/over WDlortyXn 
equal to nSddteC ^ °han9e On 3 "^that iS belnQ held d°Wa The ̂ aIue of 60 is 

0 12 24 36 48 . 60 72 
— piano range 

84 96 108 

OCTAVE "TRANSPOSE 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 
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LEVERS/CQNTIMUQUS CONTROLLER (slideri 

The lever closest the the keyboard is the Pitch Bend Lever. Pulling the lever towards you causes 
the Pitch on the remote instrument(s) to go up, pushing the lever towards the back of the Xk causes 

I .f™ t0 Q0 down" The range of the lever fs not adjustable in the Xk. This is to conform with the 
MID11.0 spec. Adjust the range of the lever on the Remote Instrument. 

The other lever is used for modulation. Pulling the lever towards the front of the Xk causes the 
Modulation Amount to increase on the Remote Instrument. This function is assigned to MIDI 
controller number 1. 

assignable-

mod lever-

modulation-

amount 

The Mod Lever in the negative direction is Programmable and will control whatever it is assigned to 
To program the lever Press the Continuous Switch under MIDI Controller. The I e d next to 
Continuous should be ON, if not press the switch again. Next, push the lever towards the back of 
the Xk, and while holding it back enter the controller number with the keypad that you want to assian 
the lever to. a 

(press) 

® CONTINUOUS 

O FoarswrrcH 

AND 

(mod lever) 

(enter) 
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SETTING THE PRESSURE SENSITIVITY 

To Set the Pressure Sensitivity press one of the Zones Parameters switches until the I e d next to 
PRESSURE is lit. Next enter "2" on the keypad. Now moving the slider will adjust the Sensitivity of 
the Pressure. To adjust the sensitivity, the PRESSURE l.e.d. must be on and "2" must be in the 
display. Changing the Xk to a different mode sets the slider back to use as a controller The 
Pressure Sensitivity is stored in memory and the value is used until the user changes it It is 
retained with the power off. 

continuous controller_™2i!!Sr to adiust 
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CALIBRATING 

Continuous Controller (slider) 

This calibration is performed at the factory and should be performed only if the user feels it is not 
correct. To calibrate the slider, turn the power OFF. Postion the slider full left and while holding the 
Chord Switch apply power. This calibrates the slider. 

1) .. 4 „ MOVEFULLLEFT 
continuous controller 

CHORD 

2) O 

Levers 

The levers are calibrated every time the Xk is powered up. The only thing to remember is not to 
move the levers when applying power. 
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MIDI 

How was MID11.0 Implemented ? 

Channel Modes: 

Mode 1 Omni/Poly (This Is the normal mode of the Xk) 
Mode 4 OmnI Off/Mono (This is the mode when MIDI Mono Is ON for a selected Zone) 

Note Off 

status = "lOOOnnnn 

Note On 

status = 1001 nnnn 

Control gpfle 

status = 1011 nnnn 

Continuous Controller 
Foot Switch 

Mod Lever Negative 

Program Change 

status =1100nnnn 

Channel Pressure, 

status =1101nnnn 

Pitch 

status = 1110nnnn 

Channel Pressure fAffPr-Tfl^h) 

status = 1101 nnnn 

nnnn = 0 to OFH (Midi Channel 1 to 16) 

Sona Selent 

status = 11110011 

Start 

status = 11111010 

Stop 

status = 11111100 

Continue 

status = 11111011 

Tune 

data Okkkkkkk k = 0 to 120 

data Owwwv v = 1 to 127 

data Okkkkkkk k = 0 to 120 
data Ovvwvw v = 1 to 127 

dataOccccccc c= 00 to 95 
data Occccccc c = 00 to 63 

dataOccccccc c = 64to95 

dataOccccccc c = 00to63 

data Oppppppp p a o to 99 

data Owwwv v = 0 to 127 

data Owwwv 

data Owwwv v = 0 to 7F40H (4000H = center) 

data Owwwv v = 0to127 

status = 11110110 
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MIDI 

System Exclusive Codes 

Single Patch 

11110000 

10H 

02 

ODH 

02 

00 

0F7H 

11110000 

10H 

02 

OBH 

18H 

00 

0F7H 

Multi Patch 

11110000 

10H 

02 

ODH 

01 

00 

0F7H 

11110000 

10H 

02 

OBH 

18H 

00 

0F7H 

System exclusive 

Oberheim ID number 

Device number, Xpander = 02 

Command byte, Programmer Mode Switches 
Data LSB's Single Patch Switch 
Data MSB 

End of System exclusive 

System exclusive 

Oberheim ID number 

Device number, Xpander = 02 

Command byte, Page and Subpage select 
Data LSB's, Page no. 

Data MSB, Subpage no. 

End of System exclusive 

System exclusive 

Oberheim ID number 

Device number Xpander = 02 

Command byte Programmer Mode Switches 
Data LSB's Multi Patch Switch 
Data MSB 

End of System Exclusive 

System exclusive 

Oberheim ID number 

Device number, Xpander = 02 

Command byte, Page and Subpage select 
Data LSB's, Page no. 

Data MSB, Subpage no. 

End of System exclusive 
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MIDI 

What happens when selecting a Single or Multi Patch ? 

^hS^K^I*1 fQQ IS Sent«frTthe Xk the f0ll0wing happens: When a sin9le Palch ls elected 
not ««It th '°? W3La SlR9le Patch lhe System Excluslve code for se!e<*n3 a Single Patch Is 
Sn J.fP i I ?Tly time the ̂ yStem excluslve code is sent ls when the last P^ch change was a 
nhp L^ Th T y,°U S6leCt a Mull|-Patch chan9e. This is to prevent an Xpander, or other 
Oberhelm synthesizer from entering the patch compare mode. 

(display) 

Select Multi Patch 

then select Single Patch 
(keypad) 

# SINGLE PATCH NO. 

OMULTI PATCH NO. 

(enter) 

1) system exclusive for single pat 

2) program change to select patch 10 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

KEYBOARD: 

Range: 

Velocity: 

Number of Notes: 

PROGRAMS: 
Programmed Functions: 

ZONES: 

Zone Functions (each): 

Voice Spillover System: 

ARPEGGIATOR: 

CONTROLLERS: 

Other Functions: 

Inputs: 

Outputs: 

Weight: 

Five octave, long throw plastic 

Velocity, Release Velocity, and Pressure Sensitive 
10 octaves (MIDI notes 0 to 120) 
Two scales, plus off 

48 maximum (16 per Zone) 

100 

All functions for all 3 Zones, MIDI Controller Number 
assignments for Slider, Foot Switch and Mod lever negative (for 
each Zone), All Arpeggiator settings, Velocity Scale 

3 

Synthesizer Patch Number, Single/Multi Patch select, MIDI 
Channel, Voice Limit, Lower and Upper Note limits, Transposition 
MIDI Mono Mode ON/OFF, Pressure ON/OFF, Levers ON/OFF ' 
Notes in excess of the programmed Voice Limit play on an 
additional MIDI Channel; allows two synthesizers to play as one 
larger unit 

Plays any Zone 

Up, down, Up/Down, Random 

Plays Keyboard, Held Notes, or Both 
Five Programmable Transpositions 
External Clock Input (positive edge trigger, metronome click) 

Bend Lever (9 bit resolution) 

Double Modulation Lever: Forward and Back are separate Back is 
Programmable (per Zone) 

Continuous Controller: Slide Pot, Programmable (per Zone) 
Footswitch Input: Momentary, Programmable(perZone), automatic 
polarity sensing 

MIDI Clock Start/Stop/Continue Controls 
MIDI Song Select 

Bank Patch Copy, copies any one Program to any group of 
Programs 

Power (9Vdc to 15Vdc at 600mA), Footswitch, Arpeggiator Clock 
MIDI OUT 

15 Lbs. 
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WARRANTY 

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM 

«.! wra'Lmf-CCi'' °?ertl5iZl Wlsh l0 thank-V°" '°f purchasing an Oberheim product and hope that 
^.h veaH excIS «L°berheim E^ ̂  *'* COnfident that ̂  inslru"lent will provide you wim years of excellent service as each unit s thorounhlv teston and incn^tn^ ̂ t :.7. 1 Kf^Tto S2? m . 3S eaCh Unit ls thorou9h|y tested and inspected before it leaves the 
£2 most ̂ Jffi^^t0 ̂IO9lCaI 3nd C0mPrehensJve » *- you wii, be ableto 

Snh Z^8 la».en ?re? °are ln manufacturin9 your Oberheim instrument and preparing 
thorough documentanon in the manual, products at this level of technology may require servicina 
2SSST7 3nty P°^ °UtllneS y0Ur rl9hts and responsibilities, and also Ls several 9' 
tf!nS ° .covff9e and Important exclusions. We strongly recommend that you read the 
SSffiSSf hT? carefully and refer to the procedure at the end in obtaining servL for 
your Oberheim product should it ever be needed. 

OBERHEIM LIMITED CUSTOMER WARRANTY (Non-Transferable) 

f?nm»nT\ahD!ViS!,O^Of l'°Ck DeveloPmenl Corporation, warrants its products, when purchased 
dbTa3 nMtZZ?h ̂ .T,Deale/'t0 be free from defects in materiaIs or workmanship for a 
period of 12 months from the date of purchase. Warranty service is effective and available to the 

ffirhaSr ̂  "T1 °nly Up°n COmpletion and return °< the Obtta iZ5? 
14 days of the date of purchase. 

I^oHn TUf* u"<?er/hls Warran»y. the product must, upon discovery of the defect, be properly 
packed and shipped to the nearest Oberheim Authorized Service Center. The party requesZ 

^^tT8^^ Pr°°f °f °rlglnal 0Wnershlp and date of P^chase of the product by 
^ ̂horized Service Center either the Warranty Registration Sticker 

f; .°uf [ oe Sal6S recelpt' ln the event that both have been lost or misplaced, the 

If the Warranty has been verified, Oberheim will, without charge for parts or labor, either repair or 
replace the defective part(s). 

PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

WHAT IS COVERED 

Oberheim warrants that it will make all necessary adjustments, repairs or replacements at no cost to 
the original owner within the first 12 months from the purchase date if: 

1. The product fails to perform its specified functions due to failure of one or more of its 
components. 

2. The product fails to perform its specified functions due to defects in workmanship 
3. The product is maintained and operated by the owner in strict accordance with the written 
fnstuctions for proper maintenance and use as specified in the Owner's Manual. 

WHAT IS NOT COVERED 

Before purchasing and using, the owner shall determine the suitability of the product for his/her 
Mended use, and the owner assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith 
Oberheim shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising out of the 
use or inability to use the product. 
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WARRANTY 

The Warranty provides only the benefits specified and does not cover defects or repairs needed as 
a result of acts beyond the control of Oberheim including but not limited to: 

1. Damage caused by abuse, accident or negligence. 

2. Any tampering, alteration or modification of the product's mechanical or electronic components. 
3. Failure to operate the product in strict accordance with the procedures written in the Owner's 
Manual. 

4. Repairs performed by unauthorized persons. 

5. Damage caused by fire, smoke, falling objects, water or liquids etc. or acts of God such as 
earthquakes, floods, lightning, tornadoes, storms, etc. 

6. Damage caused by operation on improper voltages. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The warranty is VOID if the product is electronically or mechanically 
modified, altered or tampered with in any way. 

Oberheim shall not be liable for costs involved in packing or preparing the product for shipping with 
regards to time, labor or materials, shipping and freight costs, or time and expenses involved in 
transporting the product to and from an Oberheim Authorized Service Center, an Oberheim 
Authorized Dealer or the Oberheim Factory. 

Oberheim will not cover under Warranty an apparent malfunction that is determined to be in fact user 
error or the owner's inability to use the product. If a suitable shipping container is unavailable a 
replacement carton can be purchased from Oberheim. 

THE DURATION OF ANY OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER IMPLIED OR 
EXPRESS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, IS LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THE EXPRESS 
WARRANTY HEREIN. 

Oberheim hereby excludes incidental and consequential damages, including but not limited to-
1. Loss of time 

2. Inconvenience 

3. Delay in performance of the Warranty 
4. The loss of use of the product 
5. Commercial toss 

6. Breach of any express or implied warranty, including the Implied Warranty of Merchantability 
applicable to this product. 

Oberheim shall not be liable for damage or loss resultig from the negligent or intentional acts of the 
shipper or his contract affiliates. The owner of the product should contact the shipper for proper 
claims procedures in the event of damage or loss resulting from shipment. 

HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE 

If you have reason to believe that your Oberheim product is malfunctioning or otherwise not 
operating properly, do the following: 

STEP 1: CONTACT YOUR NEAREST OBERHEIM SERVICE CENTER 

Telephone them as soon as the problem is discovered. Be prepared to discuss the problem as 
completely and accurately as possible. A current roster of Authorized Service Centers is 
included with the Owner's Manual. 

The Service Center will let you know when the repair can be scheduled, the approxiamate 
number of days it will take to complete the repair and if the required parts are in stock or if they 
need to be ordered. 
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WARRANTY 

Take the failed unit to the Service Center along with the sales receipt as the Service Center will 
need to verify the Warranty. If you have returned your Warranty Card, the Warranty Verification 
Sticker affixed to the bottom panel of your unit is sufficient to prove warranty status. 

The Service Center will then inspect the product and take the necessary steps to complete the 
repair. 

If the product continues to malfunction or another problem different from the original problem 
occurs, contact the service center IMMEDIATELY so that the problem can be resolved without 
delay or futher complications. 

STEP 2. CONTACT YOUR OBERHEIM DEALER 

If you feel that your problem has not been resolved, contact the Oberheim Dealer where the 
product was purchased. It will be most expedient if you discuss the matter personally with the 
salesperson who sold you the instrument. By making the salesperson aware of your situation 
they will be in a better position to assist you in getting the problem resolved. 

STEP 3: CALL OR WRITE TO THE OBERHEIM FACTORY 

If you beleive that the problem is still unresolved after you have contacted the Service Center and 
Deater, contact the Oberheim factory. In an attempt to resolve your problem, we will work with your 
local Service Center or Dealer to review and verify the information and facts. Based on these facts 
we will advise or consult with the Service Center or Dealer as appropriate. 

Written correspondence should be addressed to: 

OBERHEIM 

Division of E.C.C. Development Corporation 
Customer Services Department 
2230 S. Barrington Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90064 

Every attempt will be made to respond to your letter as quickly as possible. 

w.U M°fd Pr®f?r t0 C°^tact the oberhelm fact°iY by telephone, a Service Representative will be 
available to assist you. Our telephone hours are from 1:00 PM to 4:00 PM West Coast Time 

w^^f Fr!^V °nly' The Customer Services Department can be reached at 
(213)479-4851. Collect calls cannot be accepted. 

When calling the Oberheim offices: 

- Have your instrument and amplifier turned on and in front of you when you are on the phone 
You should have your Owner's Manual with you as well. 

"To aSe^c1PR^ h3Vln9*Pr°bl6mWlthy°UrOberheimProductandaskt°speak 
- Be prepared to provide the following information: 

1. Your name. 

2. The model of the product. 
3. The product's Serial Number. 

4. The name of the Dealer from where it was purchased. 
5. The exact date of purchase. 

6. A complete description of the problem. 

When writing to Oberheim, please also include your full address, telephone number and the best 
time to call should it be necessary to call you rather than answer your letter. 
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OWNER'S MANUAL ADDENDUM 

INTRODUCTION 

u/hfrhu/nron,*!,,,*..^! *. ^ **??!* had SOme si9niflcant changes and additions made to its operating software 
usin iTwTh themanwl sc! tha° * addendum serves as a guide to these changes and we recommend 
Manual. It is included at the end of this addendum. a r8VIS8 

I. HOLD/CHORD 

of HOLD/CHORD function of the Xk is now separate per Zone. Previously, notes held across the 
,.« 0O than Qne Zone wQu|d be hQ(d Qn thosQ ̂ ^^ Nq^ ̂  ̂̂  ̂ ^ ̂ ̂ ^ ̂ 

1. Press and hold down the HOLD button. 

S.!L6? k.°£i °nly the notes thal ̂  played In the Actlve Zone wi!l °® held. The Active Zone 
'•• •*- LED lit on the front panel. 

"Chord Play". Remember that notes will not 

LIMIT^the^ton* tranSp°Sed wHhln the Zone and is refe™<*d to the note that defines the LOWER 

^ that if the LOWER LIMIT is changed while holding down a note, the note will not play with the new 
t *" Lh9 k6y '? r?leased and r*fcV*<l' (This is true with all events in the Xk - Anytime a change £ 

9 

r^l^ g g note, the note will not play with the ne 
rnlnf wh, t *" Lh9 k6y '? r?leased and r*fcV*<l' (This is true with all events in the Xk - Anytime a change 

. made while a key or keys are being played, the change only affects new notes.) 9 

II. BEND LEVER 

The Bend Lever can now be reversed. 

switch while you are powering the Xk ON. This wil 

III. ARPEGGIATOR 

1. The Aroeggiator Gate Time has been changed to make its operation more reliable when used with the 
. and the OB-8 as well as many other MIDI synthesizers. 

IrnlSrt«°U ml9£htV8 Jxperienced notes stickl"9 °n or notes not playing, especially at higher 
Arpeggiator tempos. This has been corrected in version 1.4. 

Also, this change now makes the fastest Arpeggiator speed 20Hz. This means that the Arpeggiator will play 

frTmaPM? ? ? n°te? Per S6C0nd Pr6Vi0USly the UDper limit was 40H (40 ^ ^ 

2. 

pgga 

ftouMrThP? ? ? n°te? Per S6C0nd- Pr6Vi0USly the UDper limit was 40Hz (40 no^ Per sec^ndM should also be noted that when EXTERNAL CLOCK IN is used to drive the Arpeggiator the dock 

used °rn°teS Wi" rand°mly StiCk°n']t iS alS0 lmportantthat1/64 note9sorhigher no°be 

used f0J arDe99i0 transposition can be changed. It is programmed the same way as 

,'n mmd,that th8 int6rValS USed in an arpe99i0 are "GIobal" (theV a«^ all programs in 
JK Program-OnIy the number of intervals t0 be used in ** 

3. When us ng an external clock to dnve the Arpeggiator - if the clock source is stopped, the Arpeggiator will 
not reset to the first note if the clock is restarted but will continue from the next note To reeet the 
Arpeggiator to start with the first note, turn the Arpeggiator OFF and then ON again 

a GIobal 
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V."" VELOCITY SCALE ADJUST Mode 
The upper limit of the two Velocity Scales can now be set in the 1.4 software. Previously, the entire range cf both 
scales were transmitted via MIDI and there was no method to adjust the Velocity output of the Xk. This presented a 
dilemma when attempting to use the Xk's Velocity with synthesizers such as a DX-7. for example, whose Velocity 
range is considerably more compressed. This feature is Global but can be independently adjusted per Zone. 

1. To enter the VELOCITY SCALE ADJUST mode, press and hold STORE, press SCALE once, then let both 
buttons go. 

2. The range of 0 to 63 is shown on the display and is set by using the 0 - 9 buttons on the Keypad for the 
current Zone. This selects the upper Velocity limit for the synthesizer being played from this Zone. 

3. Once you have set the limit for the current Zone, you can select another Zone to adjust its Velocity Scale. 

4. The Velocity range available is 0 to 127. But since the Xk's display only uses two digits, the actual Velocity 
setting is calculated as follows. The limit value is the number displayed times 2 plus 1. For example "63" in 
the display is the maximum limit of 127 (63 x 2 - 126 + 1 . 127). A display of "32" - 65, "24" - 49, eta The 
recommended setting for a DX-7 is 85 (or a display of "42"). Since the Velocity output of the Xk is 
compatible with the Oberheim Xpander, Matrix-12 and Matrix-6, no special Velocity Scale adjustment is 
necessary - simply set the Velocity Scale to your own particular playing style. 

Although this adjustment is not stored in a Master Program, settings that you make for the three Zones are 
remembered when the Xk is powered OFF. 
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